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Identifying the consequences of business
decisions
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Identify and describe points of view, attitudes
and values in sources
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Reading an interpreting data tables

Chapter 17

465

Analysing political cartoons

Chapter 21
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Conducting a survey and presenting the
results

Chapter 18

472

Developing a plan for action to respond to a
civics and citizenship issue

Chapter 21

541

Using a game to understand the sharemarket

Chapter 18

478

Chapter 22

552

Conducting a cost–benefit analysis

Chapter 18

487

Preparing a written critical evaluation of
information and ideas

Searching for relevant and reliable information
online

Chapter 19

495

Analysing different points of view

Chapter 22
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concepts to new situations

Chapter 19

505
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Oxford Big Ideas Humanities
Oxford Big Ideas Humanities is a brand-new series developed and written
to provide complete coverage of the Victorian Curriculum: Humanities –
Geography, History, Economics and Business, and Civics and Citizenship –
across Years 7–10.

Focus on inquiry
Each chapter of Oxford Big Ideas Humanities is structured around key inquiry
questions from the Victorian Curriculum. Each unit of the text supports teachers
and students as they adopt an inquiry-based approach to the key learning areas
in the Humanities.

E

Unit 1 Biomes and
food security

Growing food

It may surprise you
Unit 2 Australia
and
Asia
to learn
that most of the
world’s
people, including
you, eat grass. It
has been estimat
ed that there are
about
50 000 edible plants
in the world, but
of
these, just 15 species
provide 90 per cent
of the world’s food.
Three types of plants
– wheat, rice and
corn – make up over
half
of all food eaten each
year and they are
all
types of grass. Every
day, foods
A nation isleast
a group of people united
by a from at
one of these types
of grasses
common language,
and culture
that livewill be
consumedhistory
in different countrie
s all over
in a clearlythe
defined
world.area. The story of Australia’s
journey fromThese
convict dumping ground to
hillsides in souther
n China have
democratic
nation
is a dramatic
and exciting
had
flat ‘steps’
cut into
one. In 1901,
more than
100them
yearstoofcreate flat
landafter
for growing
rice,separate
which isBritish
the most
Europeanimporta
settlement, the six
nt staple food for
more
than half
colonies the
across
the continent joined
together
world’s
population. Rice,
like –wheat
to createcorn,
the Commonwealth
of Australia
a
and
grows in the grassla
nds
regions of
process the
known
as Grassla
Federation. Each
colony
world.
nds around the world
shared many
characteristics – culture,
sharecommon
similar features
and are therefore
language,
political
and
religion.
They
known
as asystems
single biome.
also shared a belief that the Indigenous people
of Australia had no claim over the land they
had inhabited for tens of thousands of years.
The characteristics and beliefs of people from
each of the original colonies heavily influenced
the newly formed nation of Australia and
continue to do so to this day.

2A

2B

What are biomes?

10A

Why were British colonies
established in Australia and
44
oxford big ideas
humanities 9 victorian
who was
affected?
curriculum
1 In what ways do you think the arrival of British
settlers to Australia impacted on the Indigenous
population? Think about these effects both in the
short and long term.

oxford big ideas humanities 9 victorian curriculum

Why do some biome
s produce
more food than other
s?

10B

1 What features
of the landscape
in Source 1 make
this a productive
area for the growing
of food?
2 Virtually all of
Australia’s rice is
grown on the flat
river plains of southern
New South Wales.

2C
10C

in China have had

2
10

‘steps’ (known as

terraces) cut into

them to create flat

How will
rice farming in this
region differ
How southern
did key events
andfrom
ideas
rice farming in
China?
influence the development of
Australia?

1 The Australian gold rush of the 19th century had
huge impacts on the economy and influenced
Australia’s development as a nation. Why do you
think this was the case?

areas for growing

Stunning full-colour
photography generates
discussion and interest.

rice.

Source 1 This Indigenous rock painting of a tall ship at Nanguluwur in Kakadu, Northern Territory,
provides evidence of the interaction that Indigenous Australians had with early settlers. It also stands
as a reminder of the changes that took place as a result of contact with the British.

What are the enviro
nmen
impacts of food produ tal
ction?

1 Describe the ways
in which farming
in this region of
China has changed
the natural features
such as the
shape of the land,

the natural vegetatio
What and
was
life in Australia
liken, the soil
the water.
at the start of the 20th century?

1 In the early 1900s, Australia experienced a period of
great progress and prosperity. However, the benefits
of this prosperity were not available to all Australians.
Which groups do you think might have faced
hardship and social discrimination at this time?

chapter 2 growing
food

chapter 10 australia (1750–1918)
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SA
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Source 1 These
mountains

M

1 Grasslands are
an important biome
for producing
food. There are about
seven other main
biomes on
Earth. How many
can you name?
2 Grasslands have
a climate that supports
the
growth of grass.
What do you think
are some of the
features of this climate?

PL

Australia
(1750–1918)

chapter
chapter

The learning
sequence in each
chapter is clearly
set out under key
inquiry questions.
Students are
encouraged to
use their prior
knowledge and
make predictions
at the start of each
new topic.

Focus on engagement

Each unit of the Student book combines a range of engaging source materials
– such as photographs, videos, data tables, graphs and illustrations – with
supporting questions and activities.
2.4 The tropical

Source materials
– such as
photographs,
infographics,
political cartoons,
graphs – simplify
difficult concepts
and engage
reluctant learners.

forest biome

It is estimated that
about half of all
the plant, animal
and insect species
EASTERN AUSTRAL
in the world live
IA: RAINFOREST
in tropical forests.
Many of these are
REGIONS
among the wettest
places on Earth
and are therefor
e known as rainfore
sts. They can be
considered to make
up the world’s richest
Coen
the abundance
biome and
CAPE
of life can be astound
ing. In Brazil,
for example, research
YORK
Area of
ers found that a
Cooktown
single pond
contained more
map
PENINSULA
fish species than
exist in all of Europe’s
Cairns
rivers. In Peru, a
single tree was found
Daintree
to contain 43 ant
species; this is more
rainforest
than the total number
British Isles. One
in all of the
Townsville
hectare of South
American rainfore
may contain over
st
750 different types
Mackay
of trees and
one-fifth of all of
the world’s birds
Tropic of Capricor
live in the Amazon
n
rainforest. This
explosio
Rockhampton
n of life
In the 19th century, Australians
began
to show
their
is due
to the ideal
growing conditio
QUEENSLAND
ns that occur
growing national identity through
art and
inliterature.
the tropics.
Bundaberg
These
experien
Appreciation grewplaces
for new
styles that
weremost
distinctly
ce the
Fraser Island
stable climate
conditions on the
Gympie
planet with virtually
Australian.
no seasonal
changes in rainfall,
SOUTH
temperature or
Brisbane
available sunlight
AUSTRALIA
throughout the
year. Most days
Lismore
are the same in
rainforest: hot and
the
wet. It rains virtually
NEW SOUTH
Coffs Harbour
every day,
often in torrentia
WALES
l paintersurs.
The to
In the between
early 19th century, downpo
tended
see ture
Port Macquarie
tempera
hovers
about 26°C and
32°C
all yeareyes.
the Australian landscape through
European
round.
Adelaide
Sydney
Landscapes were usually depicted by artists as
Wollongong
ACT
dark and hostile. Human figures tended to be
VICTORIA
Melbourne
dwarfed by high mountains or trees. Town scenes
were often painted in similar ways to those found
LEGEND
in Britain. Cottages were quaint and the people
Tropical rainforest
TASMANIA
were neatly dressed.
Subtropical rainforest
It was not until the 1870s and 1880s that
Hobart
0 200 400 km
Temperate rainforest
artists began to show the Australian landscape
Source 2
and people as they really were. Over time, their
Source: Oxford University
work also became more popular and respected.
Press
Painters of the Heidelberg School in Melbourne
(now referred to as the Australian Impressionists)
Though much of
started painting in the open air. Tom Roberts,
Australia was once
covered in forest,
now there are only
Frederick McCubbin and Arthur Streeton were
a few small pockets
near the east
coast (see Source
among the first painters to capture the true
Rainfore
Source 1
Arthur Streeton,2).
Australia,
1867–1943,
lived
in
England
sts now make up
2.5 per Heidelberg,
only
cent of Australia
colours of Australia – blues, golds and greyish
1899–1919, Near
1890, oil
on canvas 53.4 × 43.1
cm,
’s remainin
g native
survivin
National Gallery
of gVictoria,
Bequest,
1943forest. This
forest,Melbourne
greens that had not been used by earlier artists.
however, Felton
is a real Noah’s
plant and animal
Ark for many
These colours can be seen in Arthur Streeton’s
species, many of
which exist nowhere
else in the world.
Near Heidelberg (Source 1).
There are more
than 1000 species
plants in Australia
of
Late-19th-century Australian painters
n rainforests, of
which about 700
exist nowhere else.
presented simpler, everyday themes and more
These plants support
thousands of
insect species, hundred
ordinary people. Subjects included bushfires and
s of reptile and
bird species and
nearly 90 different
Source
floods,
drovers
and shearers.
Roberts’ famous
1 Tropical
types of mamma
rainforestsTom
cover
ls. The subtropi
QueenslaShearing
rainforests of New
slopes of many
nd mountain
cal
painting
the rams (Source 2)the
celebrated
–
South Wales and
rainfall. The Daintree s and experience Australia’s highest
Queensland are
also internationally
rainforest
and
romanticised – the
difficult,
and often
neardirty
recognised for their
Port Douglas
continuou
sly surviving
is the oldest
direct links to
the world’s first
in the world.
back-breaking work inrainforest
the shearing
shed.
flowering plants,
which occurred
100 million years
about
oxford
big ideas
Paintings
completed
ago.
humanitie in the early 1800s often

10.12 The development
of Australian culture

Developments in art

Australia’s rainfo

52

s 9 victorian

curriculum
showed people as small figures being
overpowered
by the landscape. By contrast, paintings from
the 1880s and 1890s showed people that looked
‘at home’. Instead of looking threatened by their
environment, they appeared relaxed and at
peace. By this time, the beach was increasingly
becoming a part of the Australian way of life.

Source 2 Tom Roberts, born Great Britain 1865, arrived in
Australia 1969, died 1931, Shearing the rams, 1890, oil on canvas on
composition board, 122.4 × 183.3 cm, National Gallery of Victoria,
Melbourne Felton Bequest, 1932
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x

rests

The gifts of the rainfo

rest

2A What are biomes?

Rainforests have
provided humans
with many resource
ecosystem services
s for thousands
. Rainforests provide
of years. These resource
many services, includin
s are known as
10B How did key events
and ideas influence
the development
of Australia?
g the ones
described in Source
3.

Ecosystem services

Developments
in literature
About 80% of
the plants we eat

in the world's
A new body ofbegan
literature
also reflected
tropical more Australian
rainforests. Potatoes,
themes and subjects.
artistscorn,
and rice,
painters, earlyavocadosLike
, oranges, bananas,
19th-centurycoffee,
writers
had tended
to portray Australia as
chocolate
and hundreds
other foods are
an alien and of
threatening
place.
By the 1880s and 1890s,
rainforest
plants.
however, poets and storytellers were writing positively
about Australia. Stories of men who roamed the land
About
and tamed the
bush
became
popular. Magazines such
25%
of the drugs
we
use The
to treat
as The Bulletin,
Queensland
Worker and Dawn were
illnesses, from
leukaemia to headache
filled with tales of drovers,
selectors,
shearers and even
s,
come from rainforest
plants. Furphy, Barbara
bushrangers. Writers such
as Joseph
Baynton and Banjo Paterson portrayed the bush as a
safe and welcoming
place to be. Others, such as Henry
Rainforest plants
take in carbon
dioxide
Lawson, were
a little
idealistic.
In some of Lawson’s
and less
produce
oxygen.
The
stories, such
asAmazon
‘The Drover’s
acknowledges
rainforestWife’,
alone he
is
thought to produce
that the bush could
be a lonely
and even dangerous
about
one-fifth of the world's
oxygen.
place.

Rainforests regulate
the
Earth's temperatu
re and
rainfall, and hold
much
of the world's fresh
water.

Rainforests in Africa,
Asia,
South America and
Australia are home
to
Indigenous peoples.

Products such as
toothpaste, golf balls,
rubber tyres, paints,
cosmetics, steroids
and
cork are all made
from
rainforest plants.

Despite
the rise
Australian forms of art and
Source
3 in
A distinctly
scarlet macaw
flies over the world’s
literature towards the end of the 19th century,
paintings
largest rainforest
– the Amazon. The
Amazon provides
and stories that reflected British themes and styles were
many
ecosystem
Source 3 The Rosella trademark was first used
on bottles
of services.
still popular. Some critics at the time remarked that the
tomato sauce in 1895.
Checjam
k and
your
new trends in Australian art and literature could not be
learning 2.4
considered as serious examples of culture. An art critic
Remem
ber and unders
described the first exhibition of the Heidelberg painters
Check
your learning
10.12
tand
in August 1889 as ‘a pain to the eye’. However, the new1 Use the map showing
the world’s biomes
(Source 4 on page
body of Australian material was becoming increasingly describe
Remember
and
the distributio
47) to
n ofunderstand
the world’s tropical
popular with ordinary Australian settlers. Australian art
forests.
2 What are
1 some
How did
thelinks
Australian
landscape tend
to be
of the
between
the
and literature reflected a developing sense of identificationrainforests?
depicted by early-19th-centuryworld’s
artists?climate and
with, and love of, Australia. It also inspired positive
Apply and
feelings about the environment and way of life, and played
Apply
and analyse
analyse
a role in the shift towards the creation of a unified nation.
3 Describe
2 the
Describe the difference between some of the well-

The development of
Australian icons

distribution of Australia
’s rainfores
places andknown
ts. Refer
authors in the
late 19th
century
to particular
states Australian
and use compass
directionslife
4 What are some
in in
your
in terms
of the ways they portrayed
theanswer.
of the
differences between
tropical and tempera
rainforests?Australian bush.
te

Evaluate and
Evaluate
createand create

Around the same time, depictions of Australian flora
5 food
Why do you
3 Examine
1 and 2 and analyse the features
and fauna were increasingly being used to promote
think theSources
amount rainfores
in Australia
of each in terms ofof
their ties tot the
established
so much? Conside
has decreased
products and as decorations on buildings and in stained
r both natural
Source 4 Temperat
cultures and traditionsprocesse
of Britains and the
newactivities
human
glass. The use
of brand names
such
as ‘Rosella’ for6 What informati
e rainforest
on from these pages
.
s are
found
in the temperate
would
climate3),
traditions and
customs of
Australia.
Copy
you use
zone.
importance of
tomato
sauce (see Source
‘Emu’,
Like‘Dingo’
to and
tropical and ‘Ringer’
explain the
rainforest
rainforests?
s, they receive an
complete the
following table into your notebook.
(therain
fastest
showed aabundanc
growingeconfidence
7in Clearing of rainfores
of
and shearer)
take in high
amounts of carbon
ts
for
farming,
dioxide.
You
may
need
to
conduct
additional
research on
mining
all things Australian.
This type of imagery would gomakes
However, they
and urban
the tropical forest
do not have the
development
same
biome
levels an
the Internet to
help you.
one of the world’s
of biodivers
on to
become
iconic part
ofthe
Australian culture and
ity
as
a
most
How
tropical
rainforests. The temperate
endangered.
might the clearing
of a rainforest impact
society.
Many companies still
use Australian flora and
rainforest
Tasmania
in it or nearby?
people who live
Painting
European onAustralian
and Victoria are character s of
fauna
in
their
logos
today.
One
of
the
best
known
ised
by ferns covering
features
features
b How might it impact
the ground and tall
trees, kangaroo on
some ofof
examples
these
is Qantas, whose
white
on people living in
them
among
the world’s
places that are further
away? Near Heidelberg
a red background (known as the tallest.
‘flying kangaroo’) is
Shearing the rams
recognised around the world.
chapter 2 growing
food
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Check your learning
activities accompany every
unit, allowing students to
consolidate and extend
their understanding. These
are graded according
to Bloom’s Taxonomy –
catering for a range of
abilities and learning styles.
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Focus on concepts and skills
Complete coverage of all concepts and skills provided in stand-alone reference
‘toolkits’. All of these concepts and skills are also integrated throughout the text
so students can see them at work in context.

10A rich task

ThePlace
impacts
of European
colonisation on
Australia’s Indigenous
population

base of Mount Everest.

there stripes in
the mountain peaks?
By seeking answers
to these
questions the geograph
er is aiming to explain,
just describe, a
not
place.

Geographers use
the concept of place
when
conducting any
geographical inquiry.
For example,
a geographer visiting
Namche Bazaar
would use the
concept of place
to help understa
nd why people
choose to live in
this challenging
environment and
how they overcom
e these challeng
es. They would
also investigate
the ways people
have altered this
environment, and
assess the environm
ental and social
impacts of these
changes.

Source 2 Maltreatment of the blacks, 1880 engraving by
CH Hunt, State Library of Victoria

oxford big ideas humanities 9 victorian curriculum
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Extend your understanding
activities challenge students
to conduct further research,
or complete group work, to
deepen their understanding
of an issue or skill being
investigated.

M

336

Bazaar lies at the

They would look
for clues and begin
to ask
questions, much
like a detective.
Why are the sides
of the mountai

ns so steep?
Source
1 ‘… the revenge
of the Why
Whitesare
…’,the
AS Broad
highest
mountai
peaks in
(1854–1929),nNational
Library
of Australia
a line?
Why are

SA

Digital support

6

The town of Namche

The life of every
person and animal
on
influenc
ed by place.were
Most
early settlements
ondetermin
the east coast ofEarth is
Places
e our relations
with one another.
Australia.
Gradually, however,
explorers
began making hips
Our closest
relations
hips are likely
to be with people
long and
dangerous expeditions
inland.
Whenever
the
in places that
are physical
The environmental
near.
explorers
found land suitable
for farming,
settlerslywould
and social
qualities
of a place
all
e theLater
way we
followinfluenc
them there.
in the
1800s,
Europeans began
live.
Climate,
landscapes,
types of plants and
to expand even furtherresource
into the s,infertile
parts of the
transpor
t networks,
entertainment venues
country, searching
for gold
orworkplac
other valuable minerals.
and
es all have a major
impact on our daily
As explorers
and settlers
pushed further and further
lives.
Geograp
hersalso
inland,
they were
into Aboriginal tribal areas.
use moving
the concept
of place when they
investiga
what
There
wasteoften
conflict
onisthis
frontier as Aboriginal
a place
like,
and when they
for explanations
look
people
tried to protect
what they
was theirs.
for what
see. For example
a geographer visiting
The conflict was made
worse Bazaar
by the fact that ,
Namche
near Mount
Everest (see Source
1) would
misunderstandings
existed
on be
both
sides. The British
intereste
d in the
forces
have
settlersthat
at the
timeshaped
considered
civilisation to be
thesetheir
mountai
ns.
superior and looked down on Aboriginal people as
primitive
natives
who
needed
help.
On
the
other
hand,
oxford big ideas
humanities 9 victorian
Aboriginal people
had no knowledge
of European values
curriculum
and did not understand their attitude to landownership.
In many parts of Australia there was open warfare as
Aboriginal people fought to defend themselves and their
land. They used guerrilla tactics such as making surprise
attacks on lone settlers, or spearing sheep and cattle
before disappearing back into their land.

Space

the park was establish
To most people,
ed? Are the building
space means the
used for business
s mainly
empty universe
or housing purposes
but to a geograph
,
?
er it has a different
• spatial distribut
meaning.
ion – geographers
Geographers use
may investigate
the key concept
howinmany
ofBritish
space when
building
colonies established
Australia
andswho
investigating the 10A Why were
therewas
are affected?
per square
way that things
kilometre, how
are arranged on
sparsely or densely
Earth’s surface.
the
They also investiga
they are
situated
from each other,
te the ways people
use and change
and how sparsely
the spaces in which
densely they are
or
they live.
populated.
Geographers look
for patterns
Further investiga
skilldrill:and
Historical
sources
as evidence
in the way features
tion would reveal
structures are arranged
that there is
a complex network
, and the concept
of bridges, ferries,
space helps them
of
question:
to do this.
subways and
walkway
s that link the island
Generating
different
kinds
of It has three main Overarching inquiry
element
s:
to surround
In fact,
Manhatt
What I already
know:
Questions
help me deepening areas.
an Islandtoin
questions
about the
past to inform
• location
New York is one
– where things are
or build my understanding:
most
of
densely
the
populated places
located on the Earth’s
surface
historical inquiry
Earth,
with more
than 26 000 people
Point 1
Question/s related toon
point
1
living in every square
• organisa
New Yorkers would
kilometre!
Point 2
Question/s related to point
2
– howsteps
One of the first and mosttion
important
in conducting
and why
perceive and use
things are arranged
and
the space
around them in
on or
thepose
a historical inquiry ismanaged
to generate
key surface
questions.
Earth’s
quite a different
by people
Apply theliving
skill on
way from someone
•
The questions spatial
that youdistribu
generate
will –frame
or direct the
a huge block in
tion
the shapes
an
and
outer
patterns
suburba
which
1 in
Use the process
described
generate a range
of n area.
Geograp
are arranged on
research that you
thenthings
undertake.
hers alsotoinvestiga
the Earth’s surface.
te the ways
At first, generate
that people
use related
questions
to the overarching historical
inquiry
you mayone
and change
Usually, historians
overarching
findbroad,
the space in which
you confuse
the concepts question:
of place
they live.
recognis
‘Howedid
European
colonisation impact
uponThey
that
or key question for and
their space,
inquiry,asfor
example:
‘How did
people
different
often
groups of people
use the words
interchangeably.
in different
Australia’s
Indigenous
population?’ Copy
the tableuse space
Toon
European colonisation
impact
Australia’ser,Indigenous
ways
a geograph
and that this changes
however, the
concepts of place
over time. By
belowexamini
into yourng,
notebook.
and space
population?’ After that,
you need
to generate
more
researching and
are quite
describing how
separate. It may
help you to rememb
areidentify
used, what
First,
you already
know as a result
of spaces
geograph
er that
specific questions
that are related
to your
overall
inquiry
ers
places
can
can
further
be
divided and
organised into spaces.
of this
the chapter
world and
reading
andhelp
the information
inour
thisundersta
section. nding
question. You will need
to generate
a mixture
of:
Spaces
also are
manage it into
assigned with
different purpose
the future.
List these ideas in the first column.
s. (e.g. ‘When did event X
• closed or simple questions
For example, a place
Then, in the second column, generate related
like your school
occur?’)
is organised
into different spaces,
questions that help to deepen or build your
each‘Why
withdid
itsevent
own X
• open There
or probing
questions (e.g.
purpose.
are spaces
for learning, spaces
understanding. The first one has been done for you.
occur?’)
for sports and
spaces to eat. Larger
places, such as your
suburb,
town that
Overarching inquiry question: ‘How did European colonisation
• questions
relate
the process of historical
or city,
aretoalso
organised into different
impact upon Australia’s Indigenous population?’
There
inquiry
(e.g.are
‘What
evidence
is there?’, ‘What other spaces.
spaces
for housing
, spaces for business
and might
spacesbefor
sources
needed?’).
es, What I already
Questions to help me deepen or
sports and entertain
ment – all with know:
build my understanding:
their own function
The first step
in generating
. questions is to think
• How many massacres of Aboriginals
Many Aboriginals
nding
about whatUndersta
you already
know
about
the topic. Use this
of the
location
occurred? (simple or closed question)
were killed as a
, patterns and
plannin
of spaces helps
knowledge
as agspringboard
for questions
will help
result of violence
geographthat
• Where and when did they occur? (simple
ers
to
make
sense of our
on the frontier.
you understand
the world.
topic inGeograp
more depth.
a table like
or closed question)
hers Use
would look at a
photogra
the one followingph
tolike
brainstorm
things
you
know
this oneallofthe
•
Why did they occur? (open or probing
New York City (see
Source
question)
might examine
in one column.2)
In and
the second
column, use
point in
it byeach
using the key
concept
• What evidence exists of these
the first columnoftospace
generate
related
questions
that will
in the
followin
g terms:
massacres? (question related to the
location
– they
help to• deepen
or build
your
understanding.
Remember
would observe that
process of historical inquiry)
Manhatt
to includeIsland
a mix is
of located
the threeinquestion
types described an
the mouth
of
Point
2
the
Hudson river
above. and that land is limited. Clearly,
there is an open Point 3
space in the centre
of the city. Geograp
hers might Point 4
identify that it has
been designated
as
a
space for
recreation and enjoying
nature. They may
questions like, How
ask
big is the park?
Extend
your understanding
When was it
establish
ed?
• allorganisa
tion – they
1 Of
the massacres
of Aborigines
that occurred in
• Where and when did it take place?
would conclud
e
there are
manybetween
tall building
Australia
1788 sand
the Myallthat
Creek
• Which tribe of Indigenous Australians was involved?
in a1928,
confined
area. Were the
building
s construc
Massacre
is regarded
asted
one
of the most historically
• Who2were
the white settlers?
Source
around
Manhatta
a set perimeter,
n Island in New York
after
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is one of the most
populated
• What
was the places
main cause
of the conflict?
on Earth.
a Conduct some Internet research on the Myall Creek
• What was the result?
Massacre. Write a 300-word report that addresses
• Why is the Myall Creek Massacre regarded as one
the following questions:
of the most historically significant massacres of
chapter 1 the geography
Aborigines in the history of Australia?
toolkit
7
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take their
land.
more and more Europeans
Places
canAs
be natural
(that is,
shaped
arrived,
conflict
as Aboriginal people
by theincreased
environment
and
largely
unchanged
were
increasingly
robbed
of their hunting and
by humans
), or
builtgrounds.
(that is, construc
Source 1
fishing
ted by humans
).
Each place is unique,
with its own set
of
characteristics.

Skill drill activities guide
and support students step
by step as they learn and
apply key skills.

concepts

Geographers use
seven key concepts
to help investiga
concepts provide
te and understa
a framework to
nd the world. These
thinking geograph
every geographical
ically and will help
inquiry. At times
guide you through
you will use several
other times you
of these concepts
may focus on just
at once, while at
one. The seven
key concepts in
• place
geography are:
• space
• sustainability
• environment
• scale
• intercon
• change.
These attacks were often worsenection
in times of drought.
Usually, however, this led to groups of settlers or mounted
police hunting down the Aborigines. On many occasions,
this led to the massacre of innocent Aborigines who had
taken no part in attacks on settlers. The Aborigines had
A place is a part
of the Earth’s
no weapons to match the European guns, nor could they
surface that is identifie
organise themselves in sufficient numbers to oppose the
d and given
meaning by people.
For example, the
continuing spread of settlement as more convicts and
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settlers arrived.
m
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the impact on
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library.
Your home and
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population
was catastrophic.
Although
nt British
places for
you, because they
aretreat the
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initially attempted
to
places where
you live and spend
a lot
Aboriginal
to
of time.people well, they still intended
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1.1 Geographical

Rich task activities
encourage students to
apply the knowledge and
skills they have learned
in each chapter to a new
and interesting case study,
event or issue.

Student obook assess provides a fully interactive
electronic version of the print Student book in
an easy-to-read format. A host of additional
resources for students – such as videos,
worksheets, interactives objects, online quizzes
and multimedia links – are linked to each unit
in the book making them easier to access than
ever before.
obook assess is compatible with laptops, iPads,
tablets and IWBs, and access to content is
provided online and offline.

Teacher support is offered in digital format via
Teacher obook assess. Teacher notes, answers,
tests, additional worksheets, lesson ideas,
planning tips and assessment advice are provided
for every unit. Teacher obook assess allows
teachers to manage their classes by assigning
work, tracking progress and planning assessment.
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Unit 1 Resource allocation
and making choices

SA
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At its most basic level, economics is the study
of how people produce goods and provide
services for other people to consume or
use. More specifically, economics is about
maximising the amount of goods and services
that can be produced from a limited supply of
resources. Every country has its own way of
organising the production and consumption
of goods and services. This is known as an
economic system. In Australia, we use a
market capitalist system. Under this system,
producers exchange goods and services with
consumers in return for money.
Countries all over the world also exchange
goods and services with each other. This
is called trade. Today, international trade is
more common than ever before.

E

Understanding
the economy

17A

How does the economy work?
1 Make a ‘wish list’ of all the items you would love
to buy. Explain why most of us can’t just buy
everything we want. Why can’t the economy
produce everything that people wish to consume?
2 Have you ever purchased an item on sale?
Why do you think the price of the item was
reduced? Why is buying the sale item good
for both the buyer and seller?

444

17B

What is Australia’s place within
Asia and the global economy?
1 Do you buy Nike runners or have an Apple iPad?
These are imported goods. What other imported
goods do you like to buy? Why?
2 Have you ever bought any of the items in
Source 1? Many of these popular foods are
produced by foreign-owned companies operating
in Australia or are imported from overseas. Why
might a country like Australia import food?
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Source 1 Today, many food products that were once made and sold in Australia by Australian companies are produced by
multinational corporations. More than ever before, Australia is part of a global economy.
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17.1 The Australian economy —
an introduction
Most of us know more about economics than we think.
Test your own economic knowledge by answering yes or
no to these simple questions.
Test your economic instincts

Yes

No

1 You are given a wardrobe of new
clothes. Would you still like to
purchase other goods such as
shoes or a new backpack?

E

2 You already have a television, but
have the opportunity to purchase
a better one at a very reasonable
price. Are you likely to purchase
the new television?

PL

At a very early age we learn that we ‘can’t have
everything we want’. It’s the same in the wider
economy. We have to make choices about what can be
produced and therefore consumed, because resources
(used to make goods and services) are limited. Choices
must be made about how best to use limited resources.

5 Are bananas more expensive
than diamonds?

M

3 If you were selling homemade
pies and knew they were popular,
would you keep the price low?
4 Mango farmers have experienced
bumper crops. Is the price of
mangoes likely to rise?

SA

Source 1 Quiz: See what you know about economics

casestudy

What do you spend your
money on?

How much money do you spend per week and what
do you spend it on? According to market research
company TRU, average spending per week ranged
from $56 for those aged 12 and 13 to $192 for 18 and
19 year olds. Based on an online questionnaire, and
using the answers of a sample of 810 young people,
the study found that the most popular items to spend
money on were clothes, transport, mobile phones,
electronics and fast food. Favourite brands were Apple,
Coca-Cola, Nike, McDonald’s and Adidas.
Teenagers receive money from parents, part-time
jobs, gifts and allowances. According to the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (the ABS) a third of full-time
446

If you answered yes to the first two quiz questions
and no to the rest, you already have some understanding
of economics. Our needs and wants are virtually
unlimited and many of us would like to purchase more
goods and services. Read the case study ‘What do you
spend your money on?’ Goods are physical items you
can feel and touch, such as clothes, a skateboard, an iPad
or even food. Services are non-physical things that assist
us in some way or that we experience, such as attending
a concert, having a haircut or getting help from a tutor.

Resources in the economy
Natural resources, labour resources and capital resources
are the ingredients used to make all goods and services
(see Source 3). These resources are limited.

secondary school students had a part-time job.
Many teenagers now have the technology that allows
businesses to market and advertise their products.
Advertising through social networking sites and emails
keep teenagers abreast of the latest consumer goods
on the market. Video games have also become a
popular marketing tool to reach teenagers.

Source 2 Many
businesses are now
using social networking
sites to market their
products.
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17A How does the economy work?

How to deal with the problem of
scarcity – opportunity cost
There aren’t enough resources available to satisfy all
our needs and wants. This is because resources devoted
to one type of production cannot be used to produce
something else. Economists call this scarcity. Resources
are limited, so we must make the best use of them.
Economics is about how to make the best choices
with our limited resources. At an individual level, for
example, purchasing a car worth $20 000 means that
person cannot afford their next best preference – going
on an overseas holiday. Forgoing the overseas holiday
is the real cost of buying the car. Economists refer to
this as opportunity cost – the cost of the next best
alternative use of resources.

E

Check your learning 17.1
Remember and understand
Why are needs and wants unlimited and resources
limited?
2 Complete the following table by giving examples
of the different resources used to produce each of
the goods or services listed.

SA

M
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1

Source 3 Resources used in the production of a chocolate

biscuit

Good or
service

Labour
resources

Capital
resources

Car wash
Bunch of
flowers
Guitar lesson

Apply and analyse
3

Natural resources are resources that come from
nature, from above or below the ground. These can
include coal extracted from the ground, fish from the
ocean, or wood from trees.
Labour resources are the intellectual or physical
skills of a worker that are needed to make a good or
provide a service. The different jobs people do every
day – whether it be a store manager, bricklayer or nurse
– are all classed as labour. Capital resources are manmade resources such as machinery, buildings, roads
and bridges that are used to produce and transport the
goods and services we purchase.

Natural
resources

Assume a farmer can grow either wheat or rice or
both. The sale price of both crops is the same.
Production
possibility

A

B

C

D

Wheat (tonnes)

0

100

200

400

Rice (tonnes)

200

150

100

0

What production possibility (A, B, C or D) would
give the farmer the best outcome?
b What is the opportunity cost (the next best
option) of the farmer producing 400 tonnes of
wheat?
a

Evaluate and create
4

Do you think you spend more than your parents or
carers did when they were teenagers? Why?
chapter 17 understanding the economy
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17.2 Economic systems and
their characteristics
All countries use an economic system to ensure they
use their scarce resources wisely. An economic system
is a way of organising the production and distribution
of goods and services. There are many different types
of economic systems, but all of them must answer the
three economic questions shown in Source 1.

Types of economic systems

E

Imagine you are stranded with your classmates on
a remote island, completely cut off from the rest of the
world (see Source 2). In order to survive you would have to

develop a mini-economic system. ‘What to produce?’ will
depend on what is available – perhaps fish and coconuts
are readily available. The next question is ‘How to
produce?’ Perhaps someone will cook the fish on a camp
fire and someone else will use a rock to split the coconuts.
Once you’ve produced the items you will need to decide
‘for whom to produce?’ Perhaps each classmate will be
allocated the same amount of produce.

M

PL

There are different types of economic systems that
answer the three basic economic questions in a different
way. Before we discuss each type of economic system,
it is important to understand that political beliefs
influence the economic system chosen. In a capitalist
economy there is a belief that resources (natural, labour
and capital) used in production should be owned
privately. Producers are motivated to provide goods and
services for consumers with the aim of making a profit
for themselves.

Source 1 The three economic questions all economies must

SA

answer

Source 2 If you were stranded on a desert island with your classmates, how would you organise what had to be done?

448
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In a socialist economic system, it is believed that
social ownership of resources is much fairer. In many
socialist economies, this has meant the government
(referred to as ‘the state’) owns all the resources
on behalf of the people. Karl Marx, who wrote The
Communist Manifesto and Das Kapital, observed that
workers were exploited in the capitalist system and
would eventually revolt, overthrowing the rulers and
creating a classless society (see Source 3).

PL

In a traditional or subsistence economy, producers
are self-sufficient, producing enough to survive, rather
than aiming to make a profit. Money is not used. ‘What
to produce?’ depends on what is available through
hunting, gathering and growing food. Shelter is basic.
Custom and religious beliefs may influence the question
of ‘how to produce’. Production is usually shared,
solving the question of ‘for whom to produce’.
There are very few subsistence economies in existence.
Some villages in rural Alaska are self-sufficient, with its
inhabitants fishing and hunting for food. The following
case study illustrates how one man in England opted for
a subsistence lifestyle.

E

1 Traditional or subsistence economy

casestudy

M

Source 3 An anti-capitalism poster printed in 1911

SA

t

17A How does the economy work?

Could you live without money?
Mark Boyle, pictured in Source 4, is also known as the
‘moneyless man’. He embarked on a life without money in
2008. He now lives by growing his own food and foraging,
scavenging and bartering.
Surviving has led to some creative thinking as Boyle
runs his laptop and shower using solar power. His stove
is made of huge olive tins. Going to the toilet just requires
a spade and some recycled newspaper to use as toilet
paper. Toothpaste is no problem when you can make it
from cuttlefish and fennel seeds. Nettles found in the forest
make a healthy green tea.
Boyle says, ‘If we grew our own food, we wouldn’t
waste a third of it as we do today. If we made our own
tables and chairs, we wouldn’t throw them out the moment
we changed the interior decor. If we had to clean our own
drinking water, we probably wouldn’t contaminate it.’
Boyle, an Irishman now living in Bath in the UK, is one
of a number of individuals who live without money. An

American man by the name of Daniel Suelo stopped using
money in 2000 and currently lives in a cave in Utah.

Source 4

Mark Boyle lives without money. Could you?
chapter 17 understanding the economy
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2 Market capitalist economy

SA

4 Market socialist economy

M

In a planned capitalist economy,
individuals and firms own the productive
resources but the government determines
‘what to produce’, ‘how to produce’ and ‘for
whom to produce’. This type of economy
does not currently exist.

In a market socialist economy the three
basic economic questions are answered
in the same way as the market capitalist
system, but productive resources in this
type of economy are mostly owned by the
government (‘the state’) on behalf of the
people of the country. The former Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is considered
to have had a market socialist economy.

5 Planned socialist economy
In a planned socialist economy it is the
government that determines ‘what to
produce’, ‘how to produce’ and ‘for whom
to produce’. It is called a planned economy
because production takes place in line
with the government’s long- and shortterm plans. The majority of productive
resources are owned by ‘the state’. In these
economies the emphasis may not be on

450

PL

3 Planned capitalist economy

E

In a market capitalist economy such
as Australia, producers exchange goods
and services with consumers in return
for money. This exchange takes place
in a market, which may or may not be
an actual physical space (see Source 5).
Producers decide ‘what to produce’ based
on what consumers want and the price
they are willing to pay. ‘How to produce’
is solved by the producer choosing the
most cost-effective method of production.
The question of ‘for whom to produce’ is
determined by who has the money to pay
for the goods and services. The majority of
productive resources (labour, natural and
capital resources) are owned by individuals
and firms. Most countries, including
Australia, the United States, Germany,
France, the UK, Malaysia and Japan, have
adopted a market capitalist economy.

Source 5 In a market capitalist economy buyers and sellers come together
in what is called a market. When there is an oversupply of a good the price
falls and many consumers will be enticed to buy, clearing the oversupply
of goods.

producing goods and services consumers want but may be directed
to areas the government sees as desirable, such as defence. As a
result, shortages of consumer goods may occur. North Korea has
a planned socialist economic system. Many consumer goods in
North Korea are in short supply and trade in illegal goods through
the black market thrives.

The tale of two cows
The tale of two cows (see Source 6) is a simple and humorous story
that is commonly used to explain how different economic and
political systems work. Here we will use it as a tool to understand
the main differences between the economic systems we have been
learning about.
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17A How does the economy work?

SA

Source 6 The tale of two cows – how different economic systems work

Check your learning 17.2
Remember and understand
1
2

What is an economic system?
Match the statements below to the correct economic
system:
a Firms are told what to produce by the
government who owns most of the productive
resources.
b Workers produce what they need to survive and
money is not used.
c This is a market economy in which productive
resources are owned by the state.
d This is a market economy in which productive
resources are largely owned by firms and
individuals.
e There is no money, and people only produce
enough to meet their own needs.

Apply and analyse
Explain why very few subsistence economies exist
today.
4 What are the advantages and disadvantages of living
without money, as Mark Boyle does?
5 Look closely at the anti-capitalism poster (Source 3).
What criticism is being made about the capitalist
economic system?
3

Evaluate and create
Some North Koreans have recently been willing
to pay up to a day’s wage for chocolate biscuits
called ‘choco pies’ on the black market. Why might
there be a black market for items such as chocolate
biscuits in North Korea?
7 Which type of economic system do you think is the
best? Why?
6
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17.3 Participants in the
Australian economy
Australia has a market capitalist economy. Let’s first
look at two key participants or players in the Australian
economy – consumers and producers, as shown in
Source 5. Producers provide consumers with the goods
and services they need, and in return consumers
spend money buying these goods and services. Some

consumers earn wages (by providing the resource of
labour) to pay for these goods and services.
One important characteristic or feature of Australia’s
economy is free enterprise, where individuals can
set up a business and make a profit. Businesses are
expected to pay tax to the government and comply

casestudy

Adriano Zumbo Patissier
Adriano Zumbo is an Australian patissier and chef.
You may have seen him on television making his
intricate desserts. After Year 10, Adriano finished
school and started an apprenticeship as a pastry
chef. Although he now
owns six patisseries in
Sydney and Melbourne,
employing more than 100
staff, Adriano started out
small, selling homemade
cakes and pastries to
local cafes.

SA

M

PL

Carman’s Fine Foods
When Carolyn Creswell was 18, she used her $1000
in savings to buy a muesli business. Twenty-one years
later in 2014, she was ranked 25th on the BRW Young
Rich list, with her wealth estimated at $83 million.
Carman’s Fine Foods
produces a range of
muesli products that are
Australian made and
owned. Carman’s is a
major food retailer,
exporting to over
32 countries and
employing up to 20 staff.

E

What are some of Australia's booming businesses?

Source 1 Carolyn Creswell

Milan Direct
Milan Direct is a market leader in selling designer
furniture online and now has the biggest share of the
Australian online household furniture market, according
to a recent IBISWorld report. Dean Ramler, co-founder
and CEO of Milan Direct, comes from a family of
furniture makers. Dean’s
concept of selling designer
furniture online only, with
no retail store, has paid
off. Milan Direct sells its
furniture in Australia, the UK
and Europe. The company
employs 20 staff and is a
multimillion dollar business.
Source 3 Dean Ramler

452

Source 2 Adriano Zumbo

Shoes of Prey
Jodie Fox, Michael Fox and Mike Knapp didn’t think
that their business idea for Shoes of Prey in 2009
would become a multimillion-dollar business within
two years. The concept was unique, though, as the
customer can design their own shoes using the 3D
designer. The business
has five offices globally
and employs 150 staff.

Source 4 Jodie Fox
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17A How does the economy work?

The Australian economy doesn’t just consist of
consumers and producers. The government and
financial institutions also play an important role, as
outlined in Source 5.

M

The overseas sector, where we are linked to
international markets, is another key part of the
Australian economy.

Australians buy imported goods and services from
other countries and we also export goods and services
overseas. This trade with other nations directly affects
our economic welfare. There are many factors that
influence trade, especially the constantly changing
exchange rate. The exchange rate is the value of
one country’s currency when swapped with another

SA

Australia and the global
economy
Globalisation is a term you will have heard before,
probably in the news. It means that all the countries
of the world are linked and should be seen as one
worldwide, or global, economy.
Australia is linked to the global economy because of:
• trade with other nations – we import goods and
services made overseas into Australia, and export
goods and services from Australia to other countries
• foreign direct investment – foreign funds used to
establish new or existing businesses in Australia

PL

Economic decisions made by any of the participants
in Source 5 will have economic consequences. For
example, if you decide to set up your own IT business,
you will need capital equipment such as computers,
desks and chairs. People will be employed making these
capital products, and you may also have to employ IT
consultants and administrators to help you run the
business. These people will in turn earn wages, and
they will spend their earnings on more goods and
services after they have paid tax to the government.
Some of the wages earned will also be saved by financial
institutions, which will then use those savings to lend
to consumers. In this way, participants in the Australian
economy are interconnected.

country’s currency. For example, $1 in Australian
currency might be worth 72 US cents. If the Australian
dollar rises in value against other currencies, it means
Australian exports will be more expensive and imports
cheaper. If the Australian dollar falls in value against
other currencies, Australian exports will become
cheaper and imports will become more expensive (see
Unit 2.4 for more information on Australian trade).

E

with regulations. Businesses similar to those in the case
study benefit the economy because the government
is able to collect more tax (boosting its revenue),
consumers are provided with goods and services,
and individuals are employed and earn a wage. The
individuals in the case study used their own resources
to establish their businesses.

• an international market for labour – Australians work
overseas and people from other countries come to
work in Australia
• technology – allowing us to quickly and efficiently
communicate with potential customers all over the
world
• migration – settlers come to live in Australia.
Australian businesses are crucial to the economy’s
success and have had to adapt to the changing business
environment. Many businesses now source products
from overseas or have part or all of their products made
overseas.

Source 5 Key participants in the economy are consumers, producers, the government and financial institutions.
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casestudy

Where are your clothes made?

PL

It’s highly likely the clothes you are wearing were not
made in Australia. Have a look at the labels on your
clothes and you might discover where they were made.
Australian retailers such as Rivers, Coles, Target,
Kmart and Cotton On order clothes from factories
in Bangladesh. Bangladesh is one of the cheapest
locations to make clothes, because wages are so low.
Four million people work in the Bangladesh garment
industry, typically working 12 hours per day. China,
India and Cambodia also supply Australia with cheap
clothing.
The global garment trade came under scrutiny
and inspired protests (see Source 7) when more than
1100 people died in a garment sweatshop in Dhaka,
Bangladesh, in 2013. This particular sweatshop was
making clothes destined for the US and Europe.
Building inspectors had requested the building be
evacuated the day before it collapsed, but supervisors
at the sweatshop declared it to be safe.

E

The garment trade and sweatshops

M

Challenges for Australian fashion businesses

Dress
imported back
to Australia to
sell in various
Australian
stores

SA

At the higher end of the fashion market, many
Australian designers are struggling to keep their
businesses afloat. Perth fashion designer Poppy
Lissiman, for example, has put her fashion label
on hold while investigating having her garments

Dress sewn
together
in Fiji

Dress
designed
in Australia

Source 7 An anti-sweatshop protest in Washington, D.C.

Dress
material
manufactured
in China then
sent to Fiji

Source 6 Many Australian designers have their clothes
made overseas.

454

manufactured overseas to cut the costs of production.
Fierce international competition has also led
some designers to close their businesses. Smaller
businesses in particular may struggle, as some large
manufacturers overseas will only do business if the
order is substantial. Online shopping has also had a
significant impact on local fashion designers.
Some Australian fashion designers have managed
international success, however. Australian fashion
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17A How does the economy work?

Check your learning 17.3
Remember and understand
Imagine you set up a hairdressing salon.
a What service are you providing for the
consumer?
b What does the consumer give you in return for
cutting their hair?
c List some of the costs you incur as the owner
of your hairdressing salon.
d In what ways does the government affect your
hairdressing business?
e Why might you need the services of a financial
institution such as a bank in running your
business?
2 List the economic consequences of opening up a
new restaurant in your area.
3 Explain what happens to the price of exports when
the Australian dollar rises.
4 Explain why Australia is part of the global
economy.

PL

E

1

Apply and analyse
In 2014 ALCOA (a metals and engineering
company operating in 31 countries) closed its
Point Henry aluminium smelter and two rolling
mills. List the economic consequences of this
decision in relation to:
a employment
b taxes
c government payments, such as unemployment
benefits.
6 List five businesses that sell their products or
services worldwide.
7 Would companies such as Milan Direct and Shoes
of Prey have been successful if they had not sold
their products overseas? Why/why not?
8 Take a few minutes to daydream.
a If you were going into business, what product
or service would you be most interested in
selling?
b Is there an international market for your product
or service?
c How will your product or service stand out from
other products on the market?

SA

M

5

designers Peter Strateas and Mario-Luca Carlucci
launched their label during Paris Fashion Week. They
bypassed Australia and went straight to the Paris
catwalk with their striking designs, and now have 20
stockists around the world.
Source 6 shows how a dress might be made
in various parts of the world – it’s the process of
globalisation in action.
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17A rich task

Increased competition from overseas is
one of the adverse effects of globalisation.
This has led to some business closures in
Australia.

• The high Australian dollar made our exported cars
more expensive overseas and imported cars cheaper
in comparison.
The Holden, Ford and Toyota closures have also
sparked concern for those businesses supplying car
parts. Lawyer Evan Stents, who specialises in the
automotive industry, raised concerns about job losses in
those businesses supplying car parts. In relation to Ford
he said, ‘For every one manufacturing job at Ford, there
are probably another four jobs that are threatened in the
parts industry.’
Workers made redundant have their own personal tale
to tell. Fifty-five-year-old Moji Behbahani, who has worked
for Ford for 23 years, described losing his job, his hands
shaking.
‘I have to work,’ Mr Behbahani said. ‘I have so many
friends there, it is like a second family.’

M

PL

Mitsubishi closed its last Australian car manufacturing
plant in 2008. Holden, Toyota and Ford no longer
manufacture cars in Australia (see Source 1). GM Holden
boss Mike Devereux declared, ‘As painful as it is to say,
building cars in this country is just not sustainable.’
Reasons for the decline in the Australian automotive
industry include:

• The more cars that are produced, the cheaper they
become, and Australia did not produce cars in large
enough volumes.

E

The decline of the
automotive industry
in Australia

• Pressure from imports. Australians now have 65
brands and 365 car models to choose from, making it
the most competitive automotive market in the world.

SA

ions
Holden closes its Australian operat
in 2017. Expects 2900 job losses.

•

S

S

an
Ford closes its Australi
.
operations in 2016
.
Expects 1200 job losses

Source 1 The end of car manufacturing in Australia.
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17A How does the economy work?

skilldrill: Reasoning and interpretation

Apply the skill
Identify the consequences of cars not being made in
Australia anymore.
1 Read the information provided on the decline of
the automotive industry in Australia, then copy the
following table (adding as many rows as you need)
and fill it out. Remember that the information provided
will not provide all the answers; you will have to think
about how the decision will affect certain groups
yourself. The first answer has been done for you.

PL

Businesses make decisions all the time, such as whether
to hire staff or produce a new product using sustainable
resources. The closure of a business is an example of a
decision that can have far-reaching consequences, not only
for the business owners and staff, but for the economy as a
whole. Identifying the consequences of a business decision
is vital to:
• reduce unwanted side effects
• provide assistance to those who are affected by the
decision
• turn a negative business decision into a positive
outcome.

Step 4 How will groups/people be affected by the
business decision? Identify how each group might be
affected by the business decision. Brainstorm possible
effects on each group.

E

Identifying the consequences of
business decisions

M

Step 1 Clarify exactly what you are being asked to
do. You must specifically ‘identify consequences’.
Consider using a dictionary for the meaning of ‘identify’
and ‘consequence’. It is also helpful to find synonyms
for these words. Rewrite the task if it is easier for you
so that ‘identify consequences of a business decision’
becomes ‘look for the effects or outcomes of the
business decision’.

SA

Step 2 Be clear about what business decision has
been made and try to state the decision in just one
sentence.

Step 3 Who will be affected by the business decision?
Identify groups/people that will be affected by the
decision.

Those affected
by cars not
being made in
Australia

How groups/people will be
affected by not making cars in
Australia

Car manufacturer

Their business will now survive and
operations will continue in other countries
where profit can be made.
Car sales may decline in this country.
Redundancy payments (when the
employer makes a payment to the
employee whose job is no longer
needed) will need to be made, affecting
profit outcomes.
The factory site will be sold and some of
the proceeds returned to the company.

2 Write 2–3 paragraphs about the consequences of the
decision to stop car manufacturing in Australia.

Extend your understanding
Identify the consequences of the decision by the Victorian
Liberal Government in 2014 to give SPC Ardmona
$22 million to ensure the company still continued its
operations in Victoria.
1 Use the following table to help you identify who will be
affected and how they will be affected by the decision.
Search the Internet for more information – you can
search using the keywords ‘Victorian Government’ and
‘SPC Ardmona’.

Those affected by the
government’s decision to
save SPC Ardmona

How groups/people will be
affected by keeping SPC
Ardmona in Australia

2 Write 2–3 paragraphs about the consequences of
the Victorian Government’s decision to assist SPC
Ardmona in Australia.
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17.4 Australia’s place in Asia
and the global economy
Australia’s economy is relatively small by global
standards, representing around 2 per cent of the
world’s production. Nevertheless, international trade
– buying from and selling goods and services to other
countries – is important to us.

Australia is not a large exporter by world standards
(see Source 2). Trade with other nations is important,
though, because:

Australia is both an exporter and importer of goods
and services. Exports are goods and services produced
locally and sold overseas. Australia exports around
one-fifth of what it produces. Examples of Australian
exports include beef, wheat, pharmaceuticals, wine,
beer, and education and travel services. Imports are
goods and services produced overseas and sold to
Australia. Australia imports the equivalent of around
one-fifth of its production. Examples of goods and
services imported by Australia include cars, computers,
telecommunications equipment and personal travel
services.

• international trade provides employment for both
Australians and people overseas

• Australia earns money by exporting our goods and
services

• Australia can buy products it does not produce itself
from other countries

E

• Australia can sell products that other countries need.

PL

In addition to the exchange of goods and services
between Australia and the rest of the world, other
countries invest directly in Australia by setting up
business or expanding their existing business operations
in Australia. Chances are your favourite chocolate bar
was made in Australia, but the company that produced
it was the foreign-owned British company Cadbury.

SA

M

Australia has an abundance of natural resources
such as coal, iron, copper, gold, natural gas, uranium
and renewable energy sources (see Source 1). These
types of natural resources are sometimes referred to
as commodities. These natural resources have been in
high demand by Asian countries, particularly China,
for the manufacture of consumer goods sold around
the world. China's recent economic slowdown has,
however, resulted in falling commodity prices.

Source 1 Australia is rich in natural resources such as gold,

which we export to the world. Australia is one of the largest gold
producers in the world.

458

The top 30 exporting countries
1

China

11

United
Kingdom

21

Switzerland

2

European
Union

12

Mexico

22

Saudi
Arabia

3

United States

13

Canada

23

Thailand

4

Germany

14

Singapore

24

Malaysia

5

Japan

15

Russia

25

Poland

6

South Korea

16

United Arab
Emirates

26

Brazil

7

France

17

India

27

Australia

8

Hong Kong

18

Taiwan

28

Vietnam

9

Netherlands

19

Belgium

29

Turkey

10

Italy

20

Spain

30

Indonesia

Source 2 This table, constructed using figures from the CIA
World Factbook website, shows the ranking of countries
according to the value of export goods in 2015.
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17B What is Australia's place within Asia and the global economy?

Australia’s major trading
partners

Britain. This strong relationship continued into the
1950s, seeing Australia trading mainly with the United
Kingdom and other European countries. Since then,
there has been quite a dramatic shift in the countries
we predominantly trade with. As you can see in Source 3,
the United Kingdom now only receives 2.4 per cent of
our exports, while China receives almost a third of our
total exports of goods and services.

The United Kingdom was Australia’s major trading
partner in 1900, receiving nearly 60 per cent of all
Australian exports. This was because Australia was once
a British colony and had strong historical ties with

9

United Kingdom
2.4%
3

1

Republic of Korea
6.8%

China
32.5%

4

2

United States
5.1%

8

E

Japan 15.4%
Taiwan 2.5%
7

s

10

Malaysia 2.2%

6

M

Singapore
3.3%

PL

India
3.2%

5

New Zealand 3.5%

SA

Source 3 The top ten countries Australia exported to in 2013–14.

What Australia imports and
exports

What Australia imports and exports is called the
‘composition’ of trade. Nearly 78 per cent of our
exported goods in 2013–14 were in primary products.
These are products that are produced from raw materials
and are not manufactured. Nearly 16 per cent of our
exported goods in 2013–14 were manufactured goods.
Agriculture, fishing, mining, and forestry are examples
of primary industries. Referring to Source 5, count how
many of Australia’s major exports are primary products.
Nearly 72 per cent of all the goods we imported in
2013–14 were manufactured products and just over
24 per cent of imports were primary products. Refer
to Source 9 and count how many of Australia’s major
imports are primary products.

Source 4 Primary products make up 75 per cent
of Australia's exports.
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Australia’s principal exports 2011–14
Iron ore &
concentrates

Australia’s principal exports

Coal
Natural gas
Education-related
travel services

2013–14

Personal travel
(excl. education) services

2011–12

2012–13

Gold
Crude petroleum
Beef f.c.f
Wheat

0

10 000

20 000

30 000

E

Aluminium ores &
conc (incl alumina)
40 000

50 000

60 000

70 000

80 000

A$million

SA

M

PL

Source 5 This chart shows Australia’s principal exports. Iron ores and concentrates are Australia’s largest individual export items.

Source 6 This iron ore mine in Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, is one of the largest artificial

holes in the world. Iron ore and other mineral concentrates are by far Australia’s largest export.

Source 7 A huge coal loader prepares shipments of Australian coal for export to China.

Coal is Australia’s second-largest export.

460

Source 8 In 2013–14, gold represented
Australia’s sixth-largest export.
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17B What is Australia's place within Asia and the global economy?
Australia’s principal imports 2011–14
Personal travel
(excl. education) services

Australia’s principal imports

Crude petroleum
Refined petroleum
Passenger motor vehicles

2013–14
2012–13

Freight services

2011–12

Telecom equipment
and parts
Medicaments
(incl. veterinary)
Computers
Passenger transport
services

0

0

5 000

10 000

E

Goods vehicles
15 000

20 000

25 000

30 000

A$million

PL

Source 9 This chart shows Australia’s principal imports. Many Australians travel. Our top import from 2010 to 2013–14 was personal

SA

M

travel services.

Source 11 Crude petroleum, used to manufacture a range of products from petrol
to plastics, is Australia’s second-largest import.

Source 10 In 2013–14, Australians travelled
overseas in record numbers. Personal
travel services, that is people travelling
overseas for holidays, is Australia’s largest
import, with countries such as Indonesia,
Thailand and the USA among the hottest
destinations.

Source 12 Passenger vehicles manufactured overseas in countries such as Japan,
Korea and Germany are Australia’s fourth-largest import.
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casestudy

How do you make a plane
these days?

Wing tips
Busan, Korea (KAL-ASD)
Fixed trailing edge
Nagoya, Japan
(Kawasaki)

Tail fin
Frederickson
Washington, US
(Boeing)

E

Nacelles
Chula Vista,
California, US
(Goodrich)

SA

Moveable trailing edge
Melbourne, Australia (Boeing)
Flap support fairings
Busan, Korea (KAL-ASD)

M

Wing
Nagoya, Japan
(Mitsubishi)

Source 14 The Boeing 787 Dreamliner took to the skies
for the first time on 15 December 2009.

PL

Soon there might have to be a label that reads
‘Made in the world’. Products are increasingly
being created internationally. A product may, for
example, be designed, manufactured, assembled
and marketed in several different countries.
The Boeing 787 Dreamliner is an example of a
global product. Source 13 shows that the plane’s
parts or components are sourced from countries all
over the world. Part of the plane’s wing is designed
and produced in Melbourne at Boeing Aerospace
Australia. Assembly takes place in the United
States.
Producing a global product may be beneficial
for a number of reasons. The latest information technology
in the world can be sourced. Costs of production may also
be reduced by choosing the country that can assemble or
produce the components the most cheaply.

Tail cone
Auburn,
Washington, US
(Boeing)

Mid forward fuselage
Nagoya, Japan
(Kawasaki)

Forward fuselage
Wichita, Kansas US
(Spirit)
Cargo access doors
Linköping, Sweden (Saab)

Centre fuselage
Grottaglie, Italy
(Alenia)

Centre wing box
Nagoya, Japan (Fuji)

Aft fuselage
Charleston,
Sth Carolina, US
(Boeing)

Aft fuselage
Basan, Korea
(KAL-ASD)
Horizontal
stabilser
Foggia, Italy
(Alenia)

Wing/body fairing
Landing gear doors
Winnipeg, Canada
(Boeing)

Passenger entry doors
Toulouse, France
(Latécoère)

Main landing
gear wheel
Nagoya, Japan
(Kawasaki)

Engines
Evendale, Ohio, US (GE)
Derby, UK (Rolls Royce)
Landing gear
Gloucester, UK
(Messier-Dowty)

Fixed and moveable
leading edge
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
US (Spirit)

Source 13 Countries from all over the world work together to make the Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
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17B What is Australia's place within Asia and the global economy?

Check your learning 17.4
Remember and understand
What is the difference between an import and an
export?
2 Which two countries receive the largest proportion
of Australia’s exports?
3 Describe the change in Australia’s major trading
partners from the 1950s to today.
1

Apply and analyse
What type of products does Australia mostly
export and why?
5 Why can trade with another country affect
employment?
4

Evaluate and create

SA

PL

M

Source 15 The cockpit of a Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

ng
oors
ada

)

Source 16 The economy cabin of a Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

E

The following is a list of the top ten countries
Australia sourced its imports from in 2013–2014:
Malaysia 3.8%, United States 12.2%, Japan 6.3%,
Singapore 5.5%, Thailand 3.9%, China 15.4%,
Germany 4.1%, United Kingdom 3.7%,
New Zealand 3.3%, Republic of Korea 3.6%
a Rank the countries in order from one to ten.
Number one ranking is the country we import
from the most.
b Using these statistics, create a bar chart (either
in Excel or by hand) to display the top ten
countries we import from.
7 Describe Australia’s place in the global economy in
relation to the following:
a our world ranking as an exporter
b the total percentage of world exports Australia
produces
c the total percentage of world production
Australia is responsible for.
8 Go to the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
website and select the ‘Countries and regions’
section. Each country has a fact sheet. Choose
a country you are interested in and create a
PowerPoint presentation of our trading relations
with that country. Include the following:
a a map showing where this country is in relation
to Australia
b the major goods and services exported and
imported between the countries
c the total value of our exports and imports with
this country
d our trade relations and trading history with
the country.
6
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17B rich task

The rise of China as
Australia’s largest
trading partner

SA

M

PL

E

China is Australia’s largest trading partner.
China’s economic reforms in the 1970s saw
it change from a planned socialist economy
to a more market-based economy. China also
increased its trade with the rest of the world,
reducing its tariffs (taxes on imported goods
and services) and other barriers to trade.
The China–Australia Free Trade Agreement
was signed between Australia and China
in 2015. When the agreement is fully
implemented, 95 per cent of Australian
exports to China will be tariff-free. That means
Australia’s goods and services will be cheaper
to buy in China, so the hope is that demand
for Australian exports will rise. Australian tariffs
on Chinese imports will also be eliminated
over time, resulting in lower prices and greater
availability of Chinese products in Australia.

Since 1979, China’s economy has grown very rapidly.
It is estimated that this growth has helped around 500
million people in China to move out of extreme poverty.
This growth has led to higher living standards and
increasing urbanisation, as people move from farms to
large cities to live and work. China is now the secondlargest economy in the world behind the United States.
Major Australian exports to China include iron ores
and minerals, coal, gold and crude petroleum. These
exports are needed for China’s huge manufacturing
industries, which produce consumer goods sold
throughout the world. Major Chinese imports into
Australia include telecommunications equipment and
parts, clothing, computers, furniture, mattresses and
homewares.
In the Australian business news we hear
daily reports about how the Chinese economy is
performing. The performance of the Chinese economy
is important to Australia because it affects Australia’s
export performance. Over a quarter of all Australian
exports are currently sent to China. It is hoped that
there will be continued demand for our exports in the
future. Also, as incomes in China grow, there may be
increasing demand for Australian food products,
manufactured products requiring skilled creation and
assembly, and services.

Australia’s goods and services trade with China (A$ millions)
Description

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total exports from Australia to China (A$ millions)

47 763

64 304

77 596

79 260

101 590

Total imports from China to Australia (A$ millions)

37 399

41 029

44 030

46 402

49 329

Source 1 The value of Australia’s imports and exports with China, between 2009 and 2013

Source 2 China is now Australia’s major
trading partner. In 2013 we exported
28.1 per cent of our total exports to
China and imported 14.5 per cent of our
total imports from them.
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17B What is Australia's place within Asia and the global economy?

skilldrill: Reasoning and interpretation

A table consists of rows of data that run horizontally and
columns of data that run vertically. The first row and
column of the table typically do not include any numerical
information. Instead, identify the names of what is being
shown.
Being able to read and interpret a table of statistics
provides the information we need to solve problems,
investigate reasons why a problem has occurred, prove a
point and strengthen an argument we are trying to make.

Step 3 Consider drawing a chart from the data so you
can more easily see the trends. Copy the table into an
Excel spreadsheet, select the table, click the ‘Insert’
tab and choose a chart.

Apply the skill

1 Interpret the table in Source 1 and describe the
change in Australia’s total exports to China in the
five years to 2013. Provide an Excel chart with your
description.
Choose chart

SA

M

PL

Step 1 Read the table heading to gain an overall idea of
what the table is about. Then, read the names of the
columns and rows that do not have numbers in them.
The first row of column 1 in Source 1 tells us that the
data is annual data. The second row of column 1
tells us that the data contained in each square or cell
is the value of total exports in millions of Australian
dollars. Read across to the year 2009 and then down
to the next row to see the value of total exports from
Australia to China for that year (A$47 763 000 000, or
over 47 billion!).

Step 2 Now try to make some observations about the
data you see. As you read the value of exports for
each year try to observe whether there is a trend. Are
the numbers generally increasing or decreasing or do
they fluctuate? It’s not enough to say that Australian
exports to China have increased over the last five years
to 2013. Has there been a gradual increase from one
year to the next or has there been drastic growth in
the value of exports to China? Are there any years that
stand out as exceptionally good or poor? It may also
help if you calculate the percentage change from one
year to the next.

E

Reading and interpreting data
tables

Source 3 How to create a simple chart in Excel

Extend your understanding
1 Compare imports and exports in the year 2013. Did
we export more goods and services to China than we
imported from them?

2 Explain why the performance of the Chinese economy
may affect Australia’s export performance.
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